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Rulebook 
 
Requirements 

1.) 3+ players. (1 as moderator, others are debaters.) 
2.) Card deck 
3.) Some form of a timer (2 minute) 

 
Set up & Instruction 

1.) Designate one player as the moderator. 
2.) To begin the game the moderator will first draw a debate topic from the card 

deck. The moderator gets to decide who will debate first. At the moderators 
signal, the Debater will have two minutes timed by the moderator to get his/her 
point across. At the end of the time period, the Debaters’ opponent may begin 
speaking and can respond (for two minutes timed by the moderator). 

3.) After each player has made their point, the moderator will decide a winner. 
4.) Repeat for as many rounds as desired or until out of debate topics. 
5.) The Debater with the most won topics wins the game. 

 
Gameplay Screenshot 

 



 

Design Journal 
The game is based around two players debating each other. The goal is for both players 
to debate the topic that was chosen from the deck as best as they can. Each topic 
varies from silly and fun to a legitimate world issue. The seriousness of the debates 
depends on the players. While serious debates can be had, the idea is to make each 
debate as fun and as intense as possible. 
 
Ideas 
Debate/Bluffing Game 
 

● 3+ players (1 player is the Moderator, rest are Debaters) 
● List of debate/conversation topics 
● 5 prompts from each category (Funny, Political, Controversial) 
● Moderator draws a debate topic from a 15-card deck 
● Each Debater gets 2 minutes to argue their point 
● After each Debater makes their case, the Moderator chooses which Debater they 

believe had the most convincing argument; that Debater wins the round 
● Repeat for as many rounds as desired 
● Each round, the player on the left of the current Moderator becomes the new 

Moderator 
 
Design Notes 

● Our main struggle was to make the game last a reasonable amount of time and 
make it easy to determine a victor. In earlier versions of the game, only 2 players 
debated at a time, and the rest of the players voted for who they thought made 
the best argument. We came to the conclusion that this method would result in 
ridiculously long play times in order for each player to get their chance to debate, 
and even longer play times in order to have a clear victor. The roundtable-style 
discussion was our solution to these problems. 

● Obviously, the one-on-one debate mechanic failed, as well as the idea that each 
debater would have ample time to speak. In the original draft, each debater got 6 
minutes to speak, and the game went until all topics were exhausted, so it would 
last for hours. This is the second major way our game evolved over time - 
changing the mechanics from exhausting the deck of topics to outlining a single 
round and allowing for the players to determine how many rounds to play. Not 
only does this shorten play time and allow for more player inclusion, but it also 
increases the replay value as less topics are discussed in any given session. 


